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ABSTRACT
Diabetes is defined as a disease of hyperglycemic metabolic disorder caused by impaired
insulin action or low insulin secretion, resulting in the occurrence of vascular complica-
tions. Based on this definition, diabetes therapy has long been oriented to correct hyper-
glycemia against the specific complications of diabetes. This definition has posed some
difficulties, however, in understanding of the pathophysiology of this complicated disease
and as such in the establishment of an effective treatment. With continuing efforts to
explore the structural basis for diabetes onset and methodological development of
immunohistochemistry, progressive decline of b-cells is now established as a salient fea-
ture of type 2 diabetes. Accordingly, diabetes therapy has now turned out to protect b-
cells concurrently with the correction of hyperglycemia. Together with this effort, explo-
ration of the means to regenerate b-cells or to supply new b-cells by, for example,
induced pluripotential stem cells, are vigorously made with the search for the mechanism
of b-cell decline in diabetes. In the present review, we describe the advances in the islet
pathology in type 2 diabetes with special reference to the dynamic alterations of islet
endocrine cells in the milieu of maturation, obesity, aging and ethnic differences. The
effect of amyloid deposition is also discussed. We hope it will help with understanding
the pathophysiology of diabetes, and suggest the future direction of diabetes treatment.

INTRODUCTION
The description of pancreatic islets by Paul Langerhans1 was a
milestone in the history of diabetes research, and contributed
to the future discovery of insulin by Banting and Best2 in 1921.
Until the 21st century, however, there had not been much
information on the pathological changes of islets in type 2 dia-
betes, except for amyloid deposition reported by Opie in 19013.
In contrast to the robust b-cell loss with lymphocytic infiltra-
tion, called insulitis, detected in the pancreas of type 1 diabetes
patients, findings on the islets of type 2 diabetes patients were
not remarkable, and the distinction of type 1 diabetes from
type 2 diabetes was often difficult, in part due to complex clini-
cal manifestations. With the availability of accurate measure-
ments of blood glucose4 and radioimmunoassay of insulin5, the
profile of diabetes was first characterized by hyperglycemia and
low insulin secretion6. Thus, diabetes was defined merely by
clinical profile as a disease of chronic hyperglycemia as a result

of impaired insulin action. No distinct pathological background
underlying such a clinical profile was provided until the end of
the 20th century. A brief history of the progress in islet pathol-
ogy is summarized in Table 1.
Diabetes is a heterogeneous disease and its classification is

not straightforward7. Type 2 diabetes is mainly divided into the
lean and obese type, but this separation is only provisional.
Japanese type 2 diabetes is in general lean, and the average
body mass index (BMI) is 22–25, whereas USA or European
types are mostly obese with a BMI over 308,9. It is therefore
natural to consider that islet changes should be either primarily
or secondarily different among various types of diabetes. It has
been difficult to carry out accurate morphometric analysis on
randomly distributed islets with a non-uniform irregular shape.
Immunohistochemical identification of islet endocrine cell type
by use of high-quality antibodies is essential to the precision of
the data. There are some classic studies that disclosed reduced
islet area in patients with type 2 diabetes compared with non-
diabetic patients, but the findings were not reproducible,Received 18 August 2015; revised 28 August 2015; accepted 30 August 2015
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because endocrine cells were determined by non-specific histo-
chemical methods, such as Gomori–Aldehyde–Fuchsin stain-
ing10,11. It has only been recently possible to evaluate cell
composition and cellular mass of islets in patients with diabetes
on immunostained sections. With the availability of markers
for cell growth or demise and related molecules, numerous
findings of islet changes in type 2 diabetes have emerged. Nev-
ertheless, systematic organization of dynamic alterations of islet
endocrine cells seems to be required for a better understanding
of the pathophysiology of diabetes. In the present review, we
attempted to summarize recent key findings on islet pathology
in type 2 diabetes, and we discuss their implication in the
pathophysiology of diabetes and the treatment strategy.

GROWTH, REPLICATION AND AGING OF b-CELLS
The genesis of pancreatic islets commences around the embry-
onic stage of 12 weeks of gestation. At 13–16 weeks of gesta-
tion, primitive endocrine precursor cells budding from the wall
of the duct constitutes aggregates of cells, resulting in an initial
primordium of islets (Figure 1)12. At 17–20 weeks of gestation,
the direct connection between the islet and duct wall is lost,
where the newly-formed islets become isolated. At this stage,
the islet consists mainly of the cells containing pancreatic
polypeptide, somatostatin and glucagon, which derive from
immature precursor cells. At 21–26 weeks of gestation, b-cells
distribute into the central area of the islets, which form typically
for the islets seen in adults13. After birth, when meal intake
starts, pancreatic exocrine tissues rapidly expand to increase the
pancreatic weight, with its peak around 10–20 years of age.
During maturation, b cells and islets also grow in size com-
posed of replicated b-cells by the age of 2 years. Occupancy of
b-cells in the pancreatic parenchyma (b-cell volume density

[Vb]) reaches the adult level at the age of 5–10 years14. In the
third decade of life, pancreatic weight becomes stable, almost
being consistent until the 60s15. Thereafter, the pancreatic
weight decreases slowly with progressive regression after the
sixth decade of life.
Cell replication potential or regeneration capacity is crucial

for the development of the islet and for the adaptation of endo-
crine cells to environmental insults. Several methods are avail-
able for identifying the replicating cells. 3H-tymidine uptake
and bromo-deoxy-uridine tracing are used for the detection of
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) duplication, but are only feasible
for animal studies, except for some human cases treated with
radioisotope-labeled compounds before death, because markers
need to be applied before death16–19. On the formalin-fixed
paraffin sections, Ki67 protein (MIB-1 index) and proliferating
cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) can be applied to detect for repli-
cating cells14,20,21. Ki67 is a nuclear antigen entering cell cycle
(G1 to S- and G2 and M stage), but not necessarily indicating
the actuarial cell growth22. PCNA is expressed only in a partial
period of the cell cycle, and is not always reproducible for their
positivity. Currently, Ki67 is most commonly used for quantifi-
cation of replicating cells, but still requires caution for its impli-
cation.
The replication rate of b-cells is well preserved during several

years of the postnatal period at a rate of 3–4%. After 10 years-
of-age, it is reduced to very low level at 0.05–0.1%, and remains
low thereafter, at a rate of 0.01–0.1%14. Very recently, Sullivan
et al.23 commented on the negative effects of delayed fixation
on the Ki67 positivity of islet b-cells, which in fact possess con-
siderable potential for replication even in adults. Consistent
with this contention, in our study of pancreases that were
obtained within 5 h after death, the Ki67 positivity of islet cells

Table 1 | History of islet pathology in human diabetes reported as original publications

1869 Langerhans P. Discovery of pancreatic islets, Thesis, Gustav Lange1

1893 Laguesse E. Named islet of Langerhans, Comp Rend Soc Biol 5: 622, 1893
1889 von Mering, Minkowski O. Canine diabetes after pancreatectomy. Zbl Klin Med 10: 393, 1889
1901 Opie EL. Hyaline changes in the islet of diabetes3

1921 Banting FG, Best CH. Discovery of insulin2

1956 Mclean N, Ogilvie RF. Islet area reduction in diabetes10

1965 Gepts W. Insulitis in type 1 diabetes (Pathologic anatomy of the pancreas in human diabetes. Diabetes 14: 619–633, 1965)
1977 Saito K et al. Reduced islet area in type 1 and type 2 diabetes but no alteration of cell composition11

1982 Stefan Y et al. No significant islet changes in European type 2 diabetes36

1983 Rahier J et al. No significant changes in b cells in European type 2 diabetes37

1987 Westermark P, Cooper GJ. Discovery of amylin in the hyalinized islets (Westermark P et al. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA
84: 3881–3885, 1987. Cooper GJ et al. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 84: 8628–8632, 1987)

2002 Sakuraba H et al. Reduction of b cell mass in Japanese type 2 diabetes31

2003 Butler A et al. Reduction of b cell volume density in American type 2 diabetes and subjects with impaired fasting glucose39

2003 Yoon KH et al. Reduction of b cell volume density and increase in a cell volume density in Korean type 2 diabetes38

2007 Ehses JA et al. Inflammation in the islet of type 2 diabetes. (Ehses JA et al. Diabetes 56: 2356–2370, 2007)
2007 Rahier J et al. Reduction of b cell volume density in European type 2 diabetes40

2007 Henquin JC, Rahier J. Increase in a cell mass in European type 2 diabetes47

2014 Mezza T et al. Transdifferentiation of islet endocrine cells in IGT49

2014 Mizukami H et al. Involvement of oxidative stress, ER-stress, and autophagy deficits in type 2 diabetic islets24
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was constantly 0.2–0.4% in patients either with or without dia-
betes15,24, similar to the level detected in fresh pancreatic tis-
sues. There was no significant difference in the Ki67 positivity

between patients with diabetes (0.32 – 0.12%) and without dia-
betes (0.41 – 0.25%)24. Cnop et al.25 studied b-cell life by
examining the accumulation of lipofuscin granules by electron
microscopic investigations. They found that the half-life of b-
cells in 12-month-old rats was calculated to be approximately
30–60 days. In contrast to rats, the lifespan of human b-cells
was estimated to be more than 20 years. They further con-
cluded that there was no apparent influence of obesity, insulin
resistance or diabetes mellitus on the number of accumulated
lipofuscin granules, which did not affect the replicating capacity
of b-cells25,26. Hence, although still controversial, the lifespan of
human b-cells seems to be extremely long, but they still pre-
serve replicating potential, in cases of pregnancy or hepatic dis-
orders27–29.
The b-cell replication depends on cell kinetics regulated by

cyclin-related molecules. The cell cycle for regeneration is sup-
pressed by the molecules of p16, p26, p27 and cyclin D3, all of
which are upregulated with increasing age, providing negative
impacts on the regenerative potential for adult b-cells20,22. It is
also of note that the expression of pancreatic and duodenal
homeobox-1 (PDX-1), a key transcription factor for b-cell dif-
ferentiation, is reduced in adult b-cells compared with young
people14,15. It was also shown that exposure to oxidative stress
suppressed the expression of PDX-1, which could in turn con-
tribute to impaired insulin secretion and lowered replication of
b-cells30. In conjunction with these results, in the islet b-cells of
aged subjects, expression of PDX-1 is reduced together with
enhanced expression of markers of oxidative stress-induced
DNA injury, known as cH2AX or 8-hydroxy-
deoxyguanosine24,31.

COMPENSATORY b-CELL HYPERPLASIA IN OBESITY
Obesity causes insulin resistance that gives rise to hyperinsu-
linemia to maintain glucose homeostasis. In fact, markedly
enhanced insulin secretion was a feature in USA and Euro-
pean obese subjects on glucose challenge9. To accommodate
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Figure 1 | Development of new islets (islet neogenesis). New islets
derive mostly from primitive precursor cells located in the ductal wall
that form budding of aggregated endocrine cells as a primordium of
islets (①). The islets grow in size and detach from the duct wall to
become isolated. Within the islet, undifferentiated cells develop to
differentiate into specific endocrine cell types (②), such as b-cells or
a-cells, or others. Islet b-cells can also replicate themselves to provide
new b cells (③). Under metabolic stress or environmental stimuli,
acinar cells can transdifferentiate into islet endocrine cells (④).
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Figure 2 | Ethnic differences in the relationship of b-cell volume density with body mass index (BMI) between (a) USA patients and (b) Japanese
subjects. (a) In USA subjects, there is a close correlation between b-cell volume density and BMI, indicating compensatory hyperplasia in response
to obesity in USA subjects33, (b) whereas this is not the case in Japanese subjects15. Thus, b-cell plasticity in Japanese people is limited, accounting
for susceptibility to diabetes in Japanese people.
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the augmented insulin secretion, there needs to be compen-
satory b-cell hyperplasia in obese subjects32. In fact, a recent
morphometric study33 disclosed a significant increase in b-cell
volume density in non-diabetic obese subjects by approxi-
mately 1.5-fold compared with lean non-diabetic healthy Cau-
casians, whose b-cell volume density increases in parallel with
increasing BMI (Figure 2). With prolongation of such a per-
iod, it often becomes difficult for b-cells to preserve continu-
ous insulin secretion, eventually resulting in overt diabetes32.
In contrast to obese Caucasians, there is no obvious evidence
of hyperinsulinemia in Japanese subjects with obesity or
impaired glucose tolerance (IGT)34. The difference in insulin

secretion between Caucasians and Japanese might be relevant
to the degree of obesity, because the average BMI in the for-
mer patients with type 2 diabetes exceeds 30, whereas that in
the latter patients with type 2 diabetes or IGT is around 25,
not sufficient to require compensatory b cell hyperplasia8,15.
Alternatively, b-cell replicative capacity might be limited in
obese Japanese. To support this contention, Kou et al.35 could
not find a significant increase in b-cell volume density in
Japanese subjects with high BMI. In our own studies, there
was no significant correlation between BMI and b-cell volume
density15. Because the number of evaluated Japanese subjects
with high BMI is still small, it remains unclear whether there
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Figure 3 | Reduced b-cell volume density in people with type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM). (a) A specific reduction of b-cell volume density and b-cell
mass was detected in Japanese patients with type 2 diabetes (lean) by morphometric analysis reported in 200231. There was no significant
decrease in islet volume density, but b-cell volume density and b-cell mass were significantly reduced by 30% and 35%, respectively, in patients
with type 2 diabetes compared with those in non-diabetic (ND) subjects. (b) Reduced b-cell volume density shown in Korean patients with type 2
diabetes reported in 200339, showing an approximately 40% decrease, similar to that in Japanese patients with type 2 diabetes, compared with
non-diabetic autopsy cases (control 1, □) or surgical cases (control 2, ○). (c) In the same year, the data of USA patients with type 2 diabetes were
reported from University of California, Los Angeles, showing the reduction of b-cell volume density39. In this report, both the obese type and lean
type of USA patients with type 2 diabetes showed about 60% and 40% reduction of b-cell volume density, respectively, compared with their
respective weight-matched non-diabetic control subjects. Furthermore, they also found a significant reduction of b-cell volume density in subjects
with impaired fasting glucose (IFG). In addition, there was a significantly greater value of b-cell volume density in non-diabetic obese subjects
compared with non-diabetic lean subjects, indicating compensatory b-cell hyperplasia in non-diabetic obese subjects. C, control.
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are ethnic differences in the replicating capacity of b-cells
between Caucasians and Japanese.

b-CELL CHANGES IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
Marked b-cell loss with lymphocytic infiltration (insulitis) has
been long known as a characteristic feature in type 1 dia-
betes, whereas no specific pathological changes in the islets
were reported for type 2 diabetes, except for amyloid deposi-
tion, until the 21st century. With the introduction of
immunohistochemistry for the identification of endocrine cells,
two European studies by Stefan et al.36 and Rahier et al.37

were carried out on quantitative changes of islet endocrine
cells in patients with type 2 diabetes. They could not find
any significant difference in the b-cell volume density (%;
occupancy of b-cells in pancreas parenchyma), b-cell mass
(g or mL; weight or volume obtained by multiplication of
volume density by pancreas weight or volume) or b-cell
occupancy in the islets (%) between diabetic and non-diabetic
healthy control subjects. After these publications, there contin-
ued to be reports that could not show significant lesions in
patients with type 2 diabetes, rendering the definition of
diabetes as long-term metabolic abnormalities caused by
impaired insulin action.

From our survey of the pancreases obtained from Japanese
patients with type 2 diabetes, we hinted that there must have
been methodological problems for the measurement of b-cell
area in previous studies10,11. We also considered that compar-
ison of the data should be carefully matched for the age and
site of the pancreas, because the tissues are confounded by
senile atrophic or fibrotic changes in the elderly, and there is a
topographic difference in the islet endocrine cell population
from site to site of the pancreas. In our study on the body and
tail of the pancreas obtained from fresh autopsy cases below
the age 70 years, there was a specific reduction of b-cell mass
by 30% in patients with type 2 diabetes31. After this report,
similar findings were presented from Korean patients with
type 2 diabetes38 showing approximately 40% reduction of b-
cell volume density. In the same year, the results of USA dia-
betic patients were reported from a University of California,
Los Angeles group, who divided diabetic patients into two
groups of obese and lean patients, and compared the data with
age- and weight-matched non-diabetic subjects (Figure 3)39.
They found a significant reduction of b-cell volume density in
either the obese or lean type diabetic group by 63% and 41%,
respectively. Furthermore, patients with impaired fasting glucose
also showed 40% reduction of b-cell volume density, showing
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Figure 4 | Natural history of type 2 diabetes and differences between USA obese type 2 diabetes patients and Japanese lean type 2 diabetes
patients. In the prediabetic stage of impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) or before impaired fasting glucose (IFG), b-cell function is augmented to
compensate insulin resistance caused by obesity in USA people, whereas such compensation is obscure in Japanese people. Consistent with b-cell
function, b-cell mass is increased to adapt to the increased demand in USA obese people with prediabetes. With progression to IFG and overt
diabetes, progressive decline of b-cells underlies the disease. In contrast to USA people, there is no obvious increase in b-cell mass in Japanese
people with prediabetes, and the b-cell decline precedes long before overt diabetes. CPR, C-peptide immunoreactivity; HOMA-b, homeostasis
model assessment of b-cell function; IRΙ, immunoreactive insulin.
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that type 2 diabetes is characterized by a progressive decline of
b-cells from the prediabetic stage. Thereafter, the reduction of
b-cell volume density was confirmed in European people with
diabetes40. From these lines of evidence, there emerged a world
consensus that progressive b-cell decline is a characteristic of
islet pathology in type 2 diabetes (Figure 4)41,42.

CAN b-CELL DECLINE ACCOUNT FOR THE ONSET OF
OVERT DIABETES?
It is natural to assume that the decrease in b-cell volume den-
sity (b-cell decline) by 30% detected in Japanese patients with
type 2 diabetes contributes to the impaired insulin secretion. It
seems to be impossible, however, to account for the onset of
diabetes by b-cell loss. The b-cell volume density reflects merely
the percentage area of insulin-positive cells, not indicating the
capacity of insulin secretion. By assuming that those b-cells are
able to secrete insulin, the b-cell volume density multiplied by
pancreas weight is called ‘functional b-cell mass.’ In healthy
animals that underwent partial pancreatectomy, the diabetic
condition (hyperglycemia/glycosuria) manifests when the

resected portion exceeds 65–70%43,44. Thus, our body is pro-
tected from diabetes when the intact pancreas remains at least
30–35%, even if the rest of the pancreas is replaced by neo-
plasms or destroyed by inflammation or vascular occlusion. If
this is the case, merely 30–35% loss of b-cell volume density
detected in Japanese patients with type 2 diabetes cannot
account for the diabetes onset. It is thus likely that b-cell dys-
function contributes to the onset of overt diabetes. It was also
shown that the extent of b cell loss parallels with increased
HbA1c values, indicating that severity of diabetes is relevant to
b-cell loss24. As the extent of b-cell deficit is greater in obese
USA patients with diabetes compared with lean diabetic
patients, the surviving b-cells might be strong enough to secrete
more insulin in the former than the latter39.

MECHANISMS OF b CELL LOSS IN DIABETES
There have been a number of studies that explored the mecha-
nism of b-cell loss using experimental or spontaneously diabetic
animal models or in vitro studies using isolated islets. As b-cell
mass is strictly regulated by the balance between cell death and
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Figure 5 | Implication of oxidative stress (OS), endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress and autophagy deficits in b-cell decline in patients with type 2
diabetes24. (a) By hierarchy cluster analysis, the impact of OS, ER stress and autophagy deficits on the b-cell deficits were evaluated by the
expression levels of cH2AX as OS-induced deoxyribonucleic acid damage marker, CCAAT-enhancer binding protein-b (C/EBP-b) as ER stress marker
and P62 as autophagy deficit marker, respectively. (b) The results showed three groups: group 1 consists of subjects who were positive for all three
factors; group 2 consists of subjects negative for all three factors; and group 3 consists of subjects positive for one or two of the factors. The
extent of b-cell decline was marked in the order of group 1, 3 and 2. In particular, expression of cH2AX was significantly correlated with the
reduced b-cell volume density.
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regenerative capacity, either excessive cell death or poor repli-
cating capacity results in the decrease in b-cell mass. Based on
molecular biological studies, b-cell death in diabetic animal
models has been attributed to oxidative stress and endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) stress, as well as autophagy deficits30,41. There is
not much information, however, on which variables are most
responsible for b-cell loss in patients with type 2 diabetes. The
reason for this is due in part to the difficulty in gaining access
to fresh human pancreases or in carrying out longitudinal stud-
ies. Nevertheless, the advent of new markers for cell injury and
the increase in study subjects will possibly provide valuable
information for the process of b cell disappearance in type 2
diabetic islets24. We attempted to clarify to which extent the
markers of oxidative stress, ER stress or autophagy deficits cor-
relate with the decrease in b-cell volume density in Japanese
patients with type 2 diabetes. 8-Hydroxydeoxyguanosine and
cH2AX (phosphor S139 protein) were used as a marker of
oxidative stress-induced DNA injury, CCAAT-enhancer bind-
ing protein-b as ER stress and P62 as autophagy deficits by
immunohistochemical analyses, respectively. We found
enhanced expression of 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine-positive and
cH2AX-positive cells in the islet of patients with diabetes,
whereas they were almost nil in non-diabetic healthy subjects,
and the frequency of positive cells closely correlated with the
reduced b-cell volume density24,31. In contrast, diabetic islets
also showed enhanced expression of CCAAT-enhancer binding
protein-b and P62-positive cells, but there was no significant

relationship between the positive rate of these markers and the
extent of reduced b-cell volume density24. Hierarchical cluster
analysis showed that subjects positive for all three factors
(cH2AX, CCAAT-enhancer binding protein-b, P62) showed
the most severe loss of b-cells, whereas subjects negative for
these three factors showed only modest loss of b cells (Fig-
ure 5). Thus, it is conceivable that oxidative stress damage has
the strongest impact on the b cell loss in Japanese patients with
type 2 diabetes, and ER stress and autophagic deficits play
additive roles in the decline of b-cells24. In this case, there was
no significant difference in the replicating capacity as measured
by Ki67 index between patients with and without diabetes, and
it seems likely that reduced b-cell mass could be attributed to
increased loss of b-cells. Whether this contention can be
applied to USA diabetic patients will require future investiga-
tions that compare the expressions of the aforementioned three
markers simultaneously on the islet sections.

INCREASE IN a-CELLS IN DIABETES AS A BI-
HORMONAL DISORDER
A new contention that diabetes should be regarded as a bi-hor-
monal disorder with imbalance of insulin and glucagon has
emerged45,46. In fact, diabetic patients show hyperglucagonemia,
which is one of the critical factors that make diabetes treatment
difficult. Although the results are still controversial, some
autopsy studies showed an increase in a cell volume density in
Korean and European patients with type 2 diabetes compared
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with non-diabetic subjects38,47. In our study published in 2002,
there was a trend toward an increase in a-cell volume density
in 15 patients with type 2 diabetes compared with non-diabetic
controls, but the difference did not reach a statistical differ-
ence31. However, by increasing the number of study partici-
pants to 47 patients with diabetes, we could show a significant
increase in a-cell volume density in diabetic group24. There was
a reciprocal relationship between increased a-cell and decreased
b-cell volume density. As there was no significant increase in
Ki67-positive a-cells, the increase was not simply accounted for
by accelerated replication of a cells.

ISLET REMODELING AND TRANSDIFFERENTIATION OF
ENDOCRINE CELLS
It has been increasingly clear that islet endocrine cells once dif-
ferentiated are not fixed, but change dynamically into different
cell types under metabolic stress48,49. Such cellular alteration is
called transdifferentiation or de-differentiation (Figure 6).
Because there is no significant decrease in islet volume density
despite marked b-cell loss in type 2 diabetic islets, the increase
in a-cell volume density might be explained by transdifferentia-
tion of b-cells into a-cells. In fact, Mezza et al.49 suggested that
b-cell hyperplasia encountered in human pancreases obtained
from IGT patients who had undergone pancreatectomy is
ascribed to transdifferentiation from a-cells49. In an experimen-
tal model, Talchai et al. proposed that suppression of nuclear
expression of FOXO1, a b-cell transcription factor, under meta-
bolic stress hampered the b-cell differentiation, and instead pro-
moted them to transdifferentiate to a, d or pancreatic
polypeptide cells, resulting in the decrease in b-cell volume
density49. It remains unclear, however, to what extent the
altered population of endocrine cells is present in type 2 dia-
betic islets or whether there is a difference in the regulation of
differentiation between IGT and type 2 diabetes. Thus, dynamic
alterations of islet endocrine cells are currently hot targets for
research, but the precise mechanisms are largely yet to be clear.
It appears to be certain that the islet changes we observe in
type 2 diabetes are not simply explained by cell death or cell
replication, because apoptosis or cell replication rate is much
less frequent than previously reported, and the implication of
transdifferentiation (metaplasia) might become more impor-
tant50. It would be possible to develop new therapeutic means
for diabetes to target the a-cell increase or hyperglucagonemia
by future investigations.

ROLE OF AMYLOID IN b-CELL DECLINE
Amyloid deposition has been considered for a long time as the
most characteristic pathological feature in the islets of type 2
diabetes since Opie first described it3. Nevertheless, it has not
been determined whether it is merely a by-product or the cause
of the b-cell loss in diabetes51,52. It is intriguing that more than
80% of USA patients with type 2 diabetes have islet amyloid
deposition, but just 27% of Japanese patients with type 2 dia-
betes are positive for amyloid, showing the ethnic difference in
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Figure 8 | Pro-inflammatory activation and amyloid deposition in the
islet of type 2 diabetes. In the islet of type 2 diabetes, there is an
increase in macrophage infiltration particular to pro-inflammatory
type 1. Amyloid deposition accelerates macrophage migration, and the
release of cytokines and inflammasomes, such as Nlrp3 and interleukin-
1b (IL-1b). IL-1b in turn elicits b-cell injury to disturb insulin secretion.
Amyloid fibrils and oligomers are toxic to b-cells, and augment the cell
death pathway through oxidative stress, endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
stress or autophagy deficits. IL-1bR, interleukin-1b receptor.
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volume density (vb) in diabetic patients with amyloid deposition
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the islets with amyloid, there was a marked infiltration of macrophages.
It is of note that M1 type (pro-inflammatory) macrophages were
significantly increased in diabetic islets with amyloid, whereas there was
no difference in M2 type (anti-inflammatory) macrophages in the islets
between the amyloid-rich group and amyloid-free group. Thus, it is
likely that amyloid promotes b-cell loss through exerting inflammatory
processes in the islets. Con, control.
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amyloid deposition in type 2 diabetes53. The difference in the
prevalence of amyloid deposition might be relevant to obesity
or insulin resistance, which characterizes the clinical features of
USA patients with diabetes. Furthermore, our study confirmed
that the BMI of amyloid-positive cases in Japanese patients
with type 2 diabetes was greater (24.7 – 0.7) compared with
the value of amyloid-free subjects (22.4 – 0.6; Figure 7). Con-
sistent with this result, Chinese patients with type 2 diabetes
showed a greater BMI in the amyloid-rich islet group compared
with those without amyloid54.
Recent experimental studies showed b-cell toxicity of amyloid

fibrils or amyloid oligomers52,55. It was also shown that
impaired degradation of amyloid molecules causes ER stress in
b-cells, resulting in b-cell damage and death56, although the
data are still controversial57. Induction of autophagy deficit is
also raised for b-cell death by amyloid clearance processes58.
After these proposals, the extent of amyloid deposition was
found to be parallel with the degree of b-cell reduction in USA
patients with type 2 diabetes59. In our study, we also found
greater reduction of b-cell volume density in the amyloid-rich
diabetic group compared with the amyloid-free diabetic group,
so that amyloid deposition facilitated b-cell loss in type 2 dia-
betes53. In addition, there was an enhanced expression of
cH2AX as oxidative stress-induced DNA damage in amyloid-
rich islets, showing that amyloid elicited oxidative stress with
enhancement of b-cell damage, resulting in augmented reduc-
tion of b-cells53.

PRO-INFLAMMATORY REACTIONS IN ISLETS
There is accumulating evidence that pro-inflammatory reactions
in the islet are closely related to amyloid deposition and b-cell
loss60–62. In fact, there is robust inflammatory cell infiltration in
the islets of patients with type 2 diabetes53. In this setting, M1
type macrophages positive for CD68 and induced nitric oxide
synthase as pro-inflammatory cells are predominant in amy-
loid-rich islets. In contrast, M2 type macrophages positive for
CD163 and CD204 as anti-inflammatory cells are not increased
in amyloid-rich islets. Amyloid deposition thus activates inflam-
matory reaction, producing inflammatory substances to release
inflammasomes, such as Nlrp3, which in turn stimulates pro-
duction of interleukin-1b to damage b-cells (Figure 8)63,64. A
randomized clinical trial of interleukin-1b receptor antagonist
for type 2 diabetic patients showed improvement of glucose
intolerance65. Apparently, more precise and longer-term studies
on the relationship between islet inflammation and b-cell loss
are required for future clinical application.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
With advancement of diabetic pathology, it is now evident that
progressive decline of b-cell mass and/or b-cell volume density
underlies pathophysiology of type 2 diabetes. With this back-
ground, diabetes therapy has been redirected from the tight
blood glucose control for preventing diabetic complications
toward the protection of b-cells or promotion of b-cell regenera-

tion. We are now endowed with multiple choices for diabetes
therapy from incretin-related agents to sodium-glucose trans-
porter 2 inhibitor. Non-injectable insulin might also be readily
used for preserving the integrity of islets in the near future. In
accordance with this paradigm shift of diabetes treatment,
research activities are now oriented to the exploration of the
mechanism of b-cell death and b-cell regeneration. Evidently, b-
cells are found to be more plastic than previously thought.
Potentials for transdifferentiation and reversibility of b-cells
should be vigorously elucidated, and could be a target of the
future treatment of diabetes. We are currently expecting the
clinical application of induced pluripotential stem cell therapy to
replace the damaged pancreas for a complete recovery from dia-
betes. It might not be necessary, however, if alternate means to
promote a self-repairing system of the islet can be developed.
To this end, much more information on the dynamic pathology
and associated molecular mechanisms in the islet is essential.
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